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ABSTRACT

Coordinated resource allocation is a topic of significant in-

terest for emerging wireless networks. This paper proposes

and examines the benefits of coordinated scheduling in soft

frequency reuse (SFR) based systems. Consider the downlink

of a 3-sector-per-cell SFR-based wireless backhaul network

consisting of N access nodes (ANs), each serving K remote

terminals (RTs) multiplexed across the K time/frequency

zones, with frequency reuse one between the sectors. Assum-

ing a fixed transmit power, the paper considers the resource

allocation problem of optimally scheduling each of the NK
RTs to one of the NK power-zones, on a one-to-one basis,

and in a coordinated manner, as opposed to conventional

systems which schedule the RTs one at a time in an uncoor-

dinated way. The paper solves the problem using the auction

method, which offers a close-to-global-optimal solution. The

paper further proposes heuristic methods with lower compu-

tational complexity. Simulation results show that coordinated

scheduling offers significant performance improvement as

compared to non-coordinated systems.

1. INTRODUCTION

Coordinated resource allocation is expected to play a major

role in improving the performance of densely deployed

interference-limited networks. This paper examines the idea

of coordinated scheduling for wireless networks employing

soft frequency reuse (SFR), an enhanced frequency-reuse

technique proposed for LTE-based systems [1–3]. SFR pro-

vides both the flexibility of utilizing the available bandwidth,

and the capability to reduce high inter-site interference levels

associated with dense networks with aggressive frequency

reuse. This paper focuses on one specific aspect of the de-

sign of SFR-based systems. It proposes practical schemes

for coordinated scheduling in SFR systems, and examines its

benefits when compared to conventional systems which in-

crementally schedule users one at a time in an uncoordinated

manner.
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The model considered in this paper consists of the down-

link of a 3-sector-per-cell wireless backhaul network with fre-

quency reuse one between the sectors. The backhaul network,

especially introduced to serve areas with dense data traffic,

consists of N access nodes (ANs), each serving K remote ter-

minals (RTs) multiplexed across the K time/frequency zones

called power-zones. The paper assumes an equal number

of RTs and power-zones, where each of the NK power-

zones is utilized by one and only one RT. Under fixed power

transmission, the problem of interest, known as power-zone-

assignment, becomes that of optimally scheduling each of

the NK RTs at one of the NK power-zones on a one-to-

one basis. The paper considers this scheduling problem with

an objective of maximizing a generic network-wide utility,

thus the requirement that the ANs coordinate their respective

scheduling decisions.

Scheduling is a well studied problem in the past litera-

ture on wireless systems. A classical solution to solve the

problem is the proportional fairness scheduling [4, 5]. Such

a solution, however, is based on a pre-assigned association of

users to base-stations, and is performed on a per base-station

(BS) basis with no inter-BS coordination. One contribution

of the current paper is that it solves a joint scheduling and RT-

to-AN-association problem on a network level. This contri-

bution is further related to the base-station association prob-

lem studied in [6–8]. The aforementioned references, how-

ever, do not assume a priori model of power allocation, as

SFR does. Further, unlike the classical cellular systems, the

wireless backhaul network studied in this paper considers a

relatively smaller number of RTs to be assigned to each AN,

which allows the derivation of additional practical and feasi-

ble methods for optimization.

This paper considers the power-zone-assignment problem

in the context of generic utility maximization, and proposes

methods to assign each of the NK RTs to one of the NT
power-zones in a coordinated manner. One of the proposed

methods in this paper is based on the auction approach,

a classical strategy first proposed in [9] to solve the one-

to-one assignment problem. The auction method offers a

close-to-global-optimal solution to the problem, and can be



Fig. 1. Wireless backhaul network comprising 21 ANs, 1 AN

per sector, and 84 RTs in total.

implemented in a distributed fashion across the backhaul

network. The paper further proposes additional practical

methods which first assign RTs to ANs heuristically based

on signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratios (SINRs), then op-

timally assign RTs within each AN. These proposed methods

are practically feasible for their low computational com-

plexity, and are especially applicable to the downlink of

the wireless backhaul system. Simulation results show that

coordinated scheduling offers significant performance im-

provement as compared to non-coordinated systems.

2. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM
FORMULATION

2.1. System Model

Consider the downlink of a 3-sector-per-cell SFR-based wire-

less backhaul network, with N access-nodes (ANs), serving

KN remote terminals (RTs) in total, where K is the num-

ber of time/frequency resource blocks of each transmit frame.

The jth resource block of the ith AN, called power-zone, is

used by one RT only, and operates at a pre-assigned power Pij

using SFR-like strategy. The distinct KN RTs are separated

from each other using different RT-to-power-zone scheduling

on a network level. The transmission of the different frames

are assumed to be perfectly synchronized across all ANs. Let

hj
ik ∈ C be the channel from the ith AN to the kth RT, where

RT k ∈ {1, · · · , NK} is assigned to power-zone j of the

ith AN transmit frame. The SINR of the kth RT assigned to

power-zone j of the ith AN transit frame can be written as:

SINRj
ik =

Pij |hj
ik|2

Γ(σ2 +
∑

l �=i Plj |hj
lk|2)

(1)

where σ2 is the Gaussian noise variance, and Γ denotes the

SINR gap.
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Fig. 2. Frame structure and power configuration of three ANs

i, l, and m.

2.2. Problem Formulation

This paper considers the power-zone-assignment problem,

i.e., the determination of the optimal schedule k = f(i, j) ∈
{1, · · · , NK}, where (i, j) represents the jth power-zone of

the ith AN, ∀i = 1, · · · , N and j = 1, · · · ,K.

Let ajik be the benefit of assigning RT k to power-zone

(i, j). This paper considers the following network-wide opti-

mization problem:

max
∑
i,j

ajik (2)

where the optimization is over all mappings k = f(i, j),
based on a one-to-one assignment criterion across the whole

network, thus the term coordinated scheduling.

One problem of interest in this paper is to maximize

a total sum-rate across the network. In this case, ajik =

Wi,j log2(1 + SINRj
ik), where SINRj

ik is defined in (1), and

Wi,j is the bandwidth allocation of power-zone (i, j).

2.3. Motivating SFR-Example

Consider the wireless backhaul network shown in Fig. 1. It

consists of 84 RTs in total, and 21 ANs each covering one sec-

tor. The total system bandwidth of the system is f1, divided

into three orthogonal subbands f2, f3, and f4. The transmit

frame structure of every AN is formed by two time zones, and

is capable of serving 4 distinct RTs, as shown in Fig. 2. The

first time zone contains the data associated with one RT, and

utilizes the entire bandwidth. The second time zone contains

data for other three distinct RTs, which are separated from

each other in frequency, using RT-to-power-zone scheduling.

Such a structure, called Soft Fractional-Frequency-Reuse

(SFFR) in [1, 3], adopts a non-uniform power profile among



the different power-zones. It provides the flexibility in band-

width and power utilization for different RTs, which helps

improve the overall system throughput.

2.3.1. Power Configuration and SFR-Baseline

The power configuration considered in this paper follows an

SFR-based structure similar to the one illustrated in [1–3].

For each sector s ∈ {1, 2, 3} of cell c ∈ {1, · · · , 7}, the AN

(indexed as i in the rest of the paper) allocates a high power

profile for one (and only one) of the power zones Pi2, Pi3,

or Pi4. The other remaining power zones are set to a lower

power level. For the other two ANs belonging to the same

cell c, assign a high power profile to one of the power zones

that has been assigned a low power profile in the other two

ANs frames. For all ANs, Pi1 is always set to a low power

level. Typically, cell-edge RTs are assigned either the power

zone with high power level or with full bandwidth, in order to

increase their rates. This power configuration is illustrated in

Fig. 2.

An SFR-baseline system first associates each RT with a

specific AN, based on geographical location (i.e., use distance

to assign 4 RTs per AN). Each AN i then maps its RTs to its

power-zones using the available local channel information as

follows (without using SINR values):

• First, sort the channel gains of the 4 RTs to their serving

AN i in ascending order.

• The RT with the lowest gain is then assigned to the

power-zone with the highest power.

• The RT with the second lowest gain is assigned to Pi1.

• The two remaining RTs are assigned to the two remain-

ing power-zones arbitrarily.

While the above scheme is a simple strategy which is based

on local channel information within each cluster, its solution

does not account for the inter-AN interference, or the overall

network utility. Consequently, its performance is not optimal,

as the simulations show.

This paper considers a coordinated power-zone-assignment

approach to solve (2), and compares it to the baseline uncoor-

dinated approach. It shows that the performance of the SFR

network can be significantly improved if joint assignment is

enabled across the different ANs.

3. COORDINATED POWER-ZONE-ASSIGNMENT

The power-zone-assignment defined in (2) is a discrete opti-

mization problem. A brute force approach to solve (2) would

involve searching over all possible RT-to-power-zone assign-

ments, i.e. (NK)! permutations. Clearly, such an exhaustive

search is infeasible for any reasonably sized network. This

paper provides practical methods to solve this power-zone-

assignment.

3.1. Auction-Based Power-Zone-Assignment (AB-PZA)

Let A be the set of ANs defined by A = {1, · · · , N}, and

P be the set of power-zones of each AN defined by P =
{1, · · · ,K}. The one-to-one power-zone-assignment prob-

lem described in (2) can be rewritten as follows:

max
∑
i,j,k

ajikx
j
ik (3)

s.t.
∑
k

xj
ik = 1, (i, j) ∈ A× P

∑
(i,j)∈A×P

xj
ik = 1, xj

ik ∈ {0, 1}

where the optimization is over the binary variable xj
ik, and

where xj
ik is 1 if RT k is mapped to power-zone (i, j), and

zero otherwise. The formulation (3) can be solved using the

classical auction algorithm, first introduced in [9].

The auction algorithm is based on the optimal setting of

the price, denoted by λj
i , that has to be paid for an RT to be

assigned to the jth power-zone of the ith AN (denoted here

as power-zone (i, j)). The net benefit from assigning RT k
to power-zone (i, j) is ajik − λj

i , and each RT i strives to be

assigned to power-zone (ik, jk) that maximizes its own net

benefit, i.e.: πk = ajkikk−λjk
ik

= max(i,j){ajik−λj
i}, where πk

is defined as the profit margin for RT k. The auction process

subsequently proceeds iteratively in power-zone-assignments

(assignment phase) and price updates (bidding phase) across

the network. This method, denoted as auction-based power-

zone-assignment (AB-PZA) in this paper, can be summarized

as follows:

• Initialize a positive scalar ε > 0, introduced to guaran-

tee the algorithm convergence.

• Start with an empty set of power-zone-assignment map-

pings, and a set of prices λj
i satisfying the following

condition: max(l,m){amlk − λm
l } − ε ≤ ajik − λj

i , (also

known as ε-complementary slackness; see [9] for more

details).

1. Bidding phase:

(a) For each unassigned RT k, find the power-

zone (ik, jk) that maximizes the profit of RT

k, i.e.: (ik, jk) = argmax(i,j){ajik − λj
i}.

(b) Compute bk, defined as the best value offered

by power-zones other than (ik, jk), i.e., bk =
max(i,j)�=(ik,jk){ajik − λj

i}.

(c) Compute βjk
ikk

, defined as the bid of RT k for

power-zone (ik, jk): β
jk
ikk

= ajkikk − bk + ε.

(d) Go to step 1(a); repeat for all unassigned

RTs.

2. Assignment phase:



(a) For each power-zone (i, j), find the RT kji
that offers the highest bid to (i, j), as found

in step 1 above, i.e. kji = argmaxk β
j
ik.

(b) Assign power-zone (i, j) to RT kji , and set

(i, j)’s price to be the bid of its highest bid-

der, i.e., λj
i = βj

ikj
i

.

(c) Go to step 2(a); and repeat for all (i, j).

3. Set ε = αε for some 0 < α < 1; go to step 1(a);

and stop when ε < 1
NK .

Note that AB-PZA can be seen as a joint AN-association

and per-AN power-zone-assignment. It innately inherits the

advantages of the classical auction method introduced in [9].

It can be implemented in a distributed fashion across all ANs

and asynchronously at each AN, while offering an ε-optimum

solution. Simulation results show that it offers significant per-

formance improvement over non-coordinated systems.

3.2. Utility-Clustering PZA (UC-PZA)

As in ε-scaling methods (see [9] and the references therein),

the complexity of AB-PZA is O((NK)3 log(NKR)), where

R = maxi,j,k |ajik|. This section presents an alternative low

complexity heuristic method, which shows good performance

as the simulations suggest. The method, known as Utility-

Clustering PZA (UC-PZA), assigns each of the RTs to one

of the power-zones based on the individual utilities ajik us-

ing the following strategy. Let A be the NK × NK ma-

trix whose entries are the potential individual benefits, i.e.,

define the entries of the NK × NK matrix A as follows:

Ak,(i−1)K+j = ajik.

At each step, find the largest entry of the matrix A,

call it Akmax
x ,kmax

y
. RT kmax

x then maps to power-zone

(ikmax
x

, jkmax
x

), where:

ikmax
x

=

⌊
kmax
y − 1

K

⌋
+ 1,

jkmax
x

=

((
kmax
y − 1

)
mod K

)
+ 1,

where �.� and mod (., .) represent the floor and modulo op-

erators, respectively. Next, delete the Akmax
x

th row and the

Akmax
y

th column of the matrix A, so that Akmax
x

and power-

zone Akmax
y

are not involved in subsequent steps. Repeat this

procedure until all the KN RTs are divided into disjoint clus-

ters of equal cardinality K.

For example, if the problem of interest is to maxi-

mize the network throughput, i.e. choose ajik = Rj
ik =

Wi,j log2(1 + SINRj
ik), the method above becomes a rate-

clustering method. Such method offers a significant perfor-

mance improvement over non-coordinated systems, even with

no subsequent per-AN exhaustive search, as the simulations

results in the next section show.

The heuristics above can be used with other clustering cri-

teria, e.g. with geographical clustering to associate one RT

k with the closest AN i. In this case, there can potentially

be additional improvement by performing exhaustive search

within each AN i to maximize
∑

jk a
j
ik. This additional per-

AN exhaustive search is based on the observation that in the

downlink, given pre-existing RT-to-AN association, the inter-

ference produced by AN l to the RT k served by AN i is inde-

pendent of the power-zone-assignment strategy used by AN l.
Thus, power-zone-assignment can be done independently on

a per-AN basis without affecting the interference elsewhere

in the network. Further, the number of RTs served by each

AN in a wireless backhaul network is typically in the order

of 4 to 6 RTs. This makes the per-AN exhaustive search over

the K! permutations practically feasible. The additional per-

AN exhaustive search can bring in significant additional gain,

if the clustering is not already based on the rate terms (i.e.,

rate-clustering).

3.3. Uncoordinated Power-Zone-Assignment

The method above requires a central processor which has ac-

cess to all entries of the matrix A, and has the ability to assign

RTs in a coordinated way. In conventional systems, however,

networks are formed incrementally, i.e., one RT at a time.

Whenever a RT k enters the network, it only has information

about its own individual utilities ajik ∀i, j. An uncoordinated

strategy to assign RTs to power-zone can then be summarized

as follows:

1. Whenever a RT k enters the network, consider row

A(k, :) solely, and choose the index kmax
y that corre-

sponds to the maximum entry Ak,kmax
y

.

2. Power-zone kmax
y is reserved to RT k and announced

unavailable to all new comers (i.e., new RTs).

3. Repeat the process for all new comers k′ (k′ �= k).

Because of the uncoordinated nature of the incremental de-

ployment, the additional per-AN exhaustive search step here

brings in significant additional gain.

4. SIMULATIONS

This section evaluates the performance of the proposed meth-

ods. It considers the 7-cell wireless backhaul network shown

in Fig. 1, comprised of 21 ANs and 84 RTs, and 4 powers-

zones per-AN frame as shown in Fig. 2. Cell-center-to-cell-

center distance is set to 800 meters. Power allocation is fixed,

and configured according to the SFR model described in Sec-

tion 2. The simulations parameters are summarized in Table

1. To illustrate the performance of the proposed methods, this

section considers the sum-rate maximization problem.

To show the gain of the coordinated scheduling methods

proposed in this paper, Fig. 3 shows the percentage gain in



Cellular Layout Hexagonal

Number of ANs 21

Number of RTs 84

Number of Zones per Frame 4

Cell-Center-to-Cell-Center Distance 800 meters

SINR Gap 12 dB

Path Loss Model SUI-3 Terrain type B

AN Height 20 meters

RT Height 10 meters

Channel Estimation Perfect

Power Configuration SFR-Like

High Power -42.60 dBm/Hz

Low Power -44.15 dBm/Hz

Background Noise Power -168.50 dBm/Hz

Bandwidth 10 MHz

Table 1. System model parameters

sum-rate for the proposed methods as compared to the sim-

ple round-robin assignment. As shown in the figure, auction

algorithm which offers a close-to-global-optimal solution

provides the best performance among the proposed methods.

The other simple heuristic rate-clustering method already

shows a performance gain of within 6% of auction method.

Most importantly, Fig. 3 especially shows the significant

performance gain that coordinated power-zone-assignment

methods, i.e. auction, rate-clustering, and geographical-

clustering-plus-exhaustive-search methods, offer when com-

pared to the uncoordinated-rate-clustering-plus-exhaustive-

search method. Auction method, in particular, offers up to

30% sum-rate improvement over uncoordinated systems.

Furthermore, Fig. 3 shows how all the proposed meth-

ods have a superior performance to the simple SFR-baseline

method. Such method does not account for the possible SINR

values of different assignments. Instead, it simply assigns RTs

to power-zones based on local channel information.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Coordinated resource allocation is a topic of significant inter-

est for emerging wireless networks. This paper considers and

proposes methods to solve one type of coordinated scheduling

problems, known as power-zone assignment. One of the pro-

posed methods is based on the auction approach and offers a

close-to-global-optimal solution. Other methods are based on

low computational complexity heuristics. Simulations show

that coordinated scheduling offers a significant performance

improvement as compared to non-coordinated systems.
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